Tennis Match Results
New Mexico vs Baylor WT
Jan 26, 2018 at Waco, Texas
(Hawkins Indoor Tennis Center)

#19 Baylor WT 7, New Mexico 0

**Singles competition**
1. Kris Sorokolet (BU) def. WONG, Diana (NM) 6-0, 6-0
2. Dominika Sujova (BU) def. COPAS, Ruth (NM) 6-3, 6-1
3. Giorgia Testa (BU) def. QUEVEDO, Danielle (NM) 7-5, 1-6, 10-7
4. Camilla Abbate (BU) def. HUANG, Hsiang-Wen (NM) 6-2, 6-1
5. #117 Jessica Hinojosa (BU) def. MURGETT, Bronte (NM) 6-2, 6-1
6. #110 Livia Kraus (BU) def. RICH, Lauren (NM) 6-0, 6-0

**Doubles competition**
1. Jessica Hinojosa/Livia Kraus (BU) def. COPAS, Ruth/HUANG, Hsiang-Wen (NM) 6-3
2. Kris Sorokolet/Dominika Sujova (BU) def. MURGETT, Bronte/WONG, Diana (NM) 6-3
3. Giorgia Testa/Camilla Abbate (BU) def. RICH, Lauren/QUEVEDO, Danielle (NM) 6-0

Match Notes:
New Mexico 0-0
Baylor WT 1-0; National ranking #19
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1,2); Singles (1,6,5,2,4,3)
Hawkins Indoor Tennis Center